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survey tool in the market for measuring the coverage.New Clues in the Origin of Brain-Like Circuits in the

Jellyfish Disc December 12, 2014 Princeton researchers have found evidence for the largest neurons
ever found, called giant neurons, in the jellyfish medusa. Giant neurons have been discovered in a

previous study of two medusas, and have been shown to be a universal feature of brainlike circuits in
jellyfish. The new study reveals more about this feature. Credit: Jessie Driver, Ph.D. More than two

centuries after the discovery of neurons – the unit of brain function – Princeton researchers have found
evidence for the largest neurons yet discovered, known as giant neurons, in the medusa, or jellyfish.

Giant neurons have been previously found in a small group of symmetrically developing jellyfish, the sea
anemone, and in a single medusa, but this is the first discovery of giant neurons in a group of a dozen

medusas. The finding was published online today in the journal Science by an international team of
researchers. “The discovery of giant neurons in jellyfish is a striking confirmation of the universality of
brain-like structures and brain function in the animal kingdom,” said David Levin, Princeton’s Grover M.
Hermann Professor in Chemistry. “It also has implications for the way we design synthetic circuits that

could be used to mimic the brain as a computer, a challenging endeavor in the field known as
neuromorphic computing.” The findings add a new dimension to the quest to understand how the

jellyfish medusa came to have brain-like structures, and the team’s discovery of giant neurons in a
second species – a medusa of the genus Aurelia – reinforces the expectation that giant neurons are a

common feature of the family of medusas. The researchers discovered giant neurons while studying cells
of the jellyfish species Aurelia aurita, which is common on the east coast. After separating out the cells

of interest – including the contractile vacuole organelles that regulate the medusa’s buoyancy and
interior/exterior water balance – the researchers studied each cell using a sensitive fluorescent imaging

technique known as two-photon microscopy. While researchers previously believed that brain-
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